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Summary  
 

These operational plans for the reopening of the Greensboro Aquatic Center (GAC) on June 1st, 
2020, as it pertains to COVID-19, will be adjusted and simplified as time goes on with input from 
state and local government health authorities.  
  
 

Topline Considerations for Reopening 
 

1. Allow healthy people to enjoy the GAC and require the use of masks/face coverings for 
guests and staff. 

 
a. Priority consideration is to the seven (7) club team programs under year-round contract at 

the GAC, followed by Adult member use for rehabilitation and fitness use. 

b. Teams are required to complete their own pre-practice safety checks and submit process 
for approval to GAC Manager before reopening.  

c. Face Masks worn by all staff, coaches, volunteers and spectators* ages five (5) and up 

 

2. Provide means to wash/sanitize hands frequently.  
 

a. Alcohol Based Sanitation stations will be placed at all entrances, restrooms, and facility 
transition locations. Additional wall mounted ones are placed at pertinent locations for 
use. 

b. Staff will require everyone to use/or have used hand sanitizer prior to building entry. 

c. Signage will be placed in all restrooms and entrances encouraging frequent washing of 
hands and best practices for doing so. See Appendix E.  

 

3. Manage density of people within the GAC to keep people or family units that have been 
isolating together 6 feet (2 meters) apart.  

 
a. Facility will have separate team/member entrances from exits and practice locations.  

b. Floor markings and facility signage to encourage safe physical distancing guidelines. 

 

 

4. Reduce touch areas where possible and sanitize high touch surfaces frequently.  
 

a. Separate entrances/exits per group (teams, lessons, fitness classes). 

b. Limited facility access and specific travel areas marked by floor markings, signage and 
usage of barrier stanchions. 

c. Disinfectant spray bottles kept at entrances, equipment and other pertinent locations. 

 

5. Protect employees with various approaches, including, protective coverings, and 
distancing.  
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a. GAC staff will be temperature screened daily on entry and will wear masks at all times. 

b. Face masks will be distributed to staff. GAC washes and sanitizes masks daily for guards 
needed. 

c. All staff to complete COVID-19 active screening questionnaire daily, per city policy. 

 

6. Communicate with employees and guests effectively on how to prevent the spread of 
germs.  
 

a. Pre-reopening online training and in person staff training orientation. 
b. Signage at employee room and employee restroom areas. 

c. Immediately report potential exposure and positive Covid cases to city medical direct GAC 
supervisor/manager. 

 

7. Have a plan in the event a guest or employee falls ill on-site.  
 

a. GAC emergency action plan covers sudden illnesses and has a specific amendment for 
Covid-19 Symptoms and procedures.  

b. Designated triage area and staff personal protective equipment. 
c.  Contact pertinent personnel and notify those with possible exposure. 

GAC Capacity 
 

1. GAC has 100,075 square feet of guest-accessible space. 

2. GAC has four separate pools and separate entry/exit locations established to maximize 
distancing. There are restrooms or locker rooms assigned to each pool based on group 
activity location. 
 

3. Per the NC Department of Health and Human Services Interim Guidance for Public Pools 
and Spas May 22nd, 2020, GAC has the ability to adhere and limit the user capacity in the 
pool to no more than 50% of maximum occupancy as determined by fire code and a 
maximum occupancy in the water of 10 people per 1,000 square feet, AND ensure 
sufficient social distancing with at least 6-foot separation between family units.  
 

a. GAC Fire code - Total occupancy (Recreation, Competition, and Dive Well) is 
2,915. Our interim capacity is 1,457.  
 

b. Training pool – In water capacity is 248 and deck capacity is 309 = 557. Our 
Interim capacity is 278. 
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General Health and Safety 
 

1. Frequent handwashing is essential and is the responsibility of all employees and guests. 
The GAC will remind everyone of the importance of frequently washing their hands with 
soap and water for 20 seconds. 
 

a. Signage will be placed in all restrooms and entrances encouraging frequent washing of 
hand and best practices for doing so. See Appendix E. 

b. Scoreboard to include the 3 W’s of Wash, Wear, Wait and other health reminders. 

c. Staff will require everyone to use hand sanitizer prior to entry to the facility. 

 

 
2. Provide additional handwashing or hand sanitizer hygiene stations throughout the GAC: 

on entry, in key walkways, exits, etc. These will also be provided behind the scenes in 
maintenance areas, workshops, offices, and break areas.  
 

a. Alcohol Based Sanitation stations will be placed at all entrances, restrooms and facility 
transition locations. Additional wall mounted stations are placed at pertinent locations 
for use. 

b. (15) Additional no-touch ABHR dispensers placed strategically throughout the facility. 
c. Disinfectant Spray bottles placed strategically at equipment and high traffic areas. 

d. On-deck shower stations have been set up in strategic locations. The locker room 
showers in the rec pool and training pools are available for use for our public members. 
The competition locker rooms are available for swim team use on a limited basis. See 
Appendix I. 

e.  A cleansing shower or rinse is required before pool use. 
 

3. Ensure First Aid protocols address how to manage guests or employees with COVID-19 
symptoms. 

 
a. First Aid is staffed internally, provide the appropriate Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE).  

i. All first responders have face masks and gloves.  

b. Defined isolation/quarantine area for the individual and his/her immediate party while 
assessment is completed.  

i.  Isolation area 1 ( triage tent area on back patio at entrance 4)  
ii. Isolation area 2 ( Family restroom at end of front hallway)  

c. Thoroughly clean and sanitize locations visited by a guest or employee with COVID-19 
symptoms. 
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Teams and Clubs 
1. For swim team practices (11/1/20) swimmers are distanced four per lane SC with 
staggered entry or 8 per lane LC with staggered entry. Social Distancing in each lane. See 
appendix C. 

 
a. Minimizing the number of people in the facility at any time is imperative for protecting 

the health of our swimmers, coaches, staff, families and community. See Appendix K  
b. Each team will be provided their practice schedule including assigned outdoor dryland 

areas, along with facility and deck maps indicating their team’s movement on entry, 
during practice time and exit, along with other pertinent procedures that must be 
followed. 

c. (3/1/21) Competition Locker room use will be permitted but teams must follow locker 
room policies and capacities and wear a mask at all times. See Appendix I 

d. For Dive team practices (3/1/21) swimmers are expected to follow the Dive Practice 
Policies at all times. See Appendix L.  

e. Swim/Equipment Bags must be placed on designated wall hooks if brought in.  
f. Parents /Spectators to swim practice and meets are presently not permitted to attend 

practices or to enter the building. Parents or other spectators must remain outside the 
facility.  

g.  
 

Members Lap Swim & Exercise Classes, Family/Senior Swim, Swim 

Lessons 
 

1. Members Lap Swim & Exercise Classes 
 

a. Online sign-up and purchases recommended. Cash transactions accepted on a limited 
basis. See the GAC website to sign up and pay for membership. 

b. Facility primary usage is Members only, and requires online sign up before attending. 
c. Members will be required to complete a verbal health screening check sheet at the front 

desk prior to entering the pool. 
d. No drop-in use permitted at this time. All adult (only) members must reserve a lane, 

class spot, and time through our link found on the GAC website. 
e. E-blasts sent to members identifying all operation procedures, reservation processes, 

and best practices such as: 
i. Identifying COVID-19 symptoms. 

ii. Messaging that asks guest to come back another day if anyone in their party is 
experiencing the symptoms. 

iii. Directives on wearing masks/ face coverings for employees and guests. 
iv. Physical distancing guidelines. 
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v. Capacity limits that facilitate social distancing. 
vi. Enhanced cleaning and sanitizing protocols. 

 
f. Adult member locker room arrangements to allow for appropriate physical distancing. 

Signs are posted reminding guests to maintain physical distances of 6 feet (2 meters) 
and to wait for others to vacate before approaching the locker. 

g. Encourage guests to come and go in their bathing suit and encourage enhanced 
locker room safety practices. 

h. GAC will require Members to have an ID picture taken and scan member key tag when 
arriving.  

i. Recreation and Training Pool Locker rooms are available for member use based on social 
distancing and capacity restrictions.  

j. All locker room use requires wearing a mask and to follow social distancing guidelines as 
noted throughout the facility. 

 

2. Family Swim  
 

a. Participants are required to call ahead and sign up to reserve their spot. 
b. First come first serve basis---Max Capacity is 16 

c. Reservation Only, NO DROP INS--families can reserve starting each Wednesday up until 
day of on Saturday 

d. Families pay upon arrival 
e. All families are to complete safety/health sheet upon arrival (includes answering COVID 

screening questions and taking temp) 

f. Must have at least 1 adult, 1 child per family, minimum 2 people per family, No max per 
family (i.e. family of 16 can reserve if space is available 

g. Entire rec pool space available--space will have 2 lanes left in and the remainder of the 
area open 

h. All guests are to follow GAC Covid guidelines: Shower before entering water, Maintain 
proper social distancing (lifeguards are to monitor this), Max of 5 people in locker rooms 
at a time  

i. All pool rules need to be followed: No running, diving, rough play, no playing on 
handicapped rail, equipment is for adult use only  

j. Parent required in water if child is 4" and under  
k. Proper swim attire is to be worn (no cotton t-shirts or basketball shorts 

l. Pay upon arrival; credit card or exact change 

m. Pricing:$4 child, $5 adult $15 family of 4, $4 each additional child 

n. PLEASE NOTE: Members can participate in family open swim, but adult members are not 
charged. 

 
3. Senior Swim 

 
a. Participants are required to call ahead and sign up to reserve their spot. 
b. Available times found on website-Call to Register 

c. Registration opens each Monday for the current week only 

d. No drop-ins, on-line registrations or double bookings 

e. Pay upon arrival; credit card or exact change 
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f. Can call and register day of 
g. Must be 60+ years 

h. No Members 

 
 

4. Swim Lessons 
 

a. Current lesson offerings found on website-Register online or in person. 
b. One Parent/Guardian per participant  
c. Parent/Guardian observation area is upstairs in the mezzanine when lessons are in the 

recreation pool. 
d. Please proceed upstairs to the designated lesson observation spectator area after 

greeting the instructor on the pool deck.  
e. Parent/Guardians and all spectators are required to wear a mask at all times in the 

building. 
f. Lesson participants are highly encouraged to wear masks when entering/exiting the 

facility, and anytime social distancing cannot be followed outside of the pool.  

 

Guest Confidence/Guest Communication 
 

1. GAC warns guests about the risk of contracting COVID-19 in any public space, including 
posting signs/messages. 

 

a. All entrances and usage areas will have required signage. See Appendix E.  

b. Disclaimers will be visible and posted on the GAC website 

 
2. GAC to communicate new operational procedures to guests prior to arrival via email, on 

our website and through social media to establish expectations and instill confidence.  
 

Guest Responsibility 
 

1. If you or any member of your party or family is not feeling well, don’t visit. Plan to come 
when everyone is well. 

 
a. See Appendix E for CDC signage at all entrances. 

 
2. Currently, government health organizations are recommending people 65 years and 

older, those who live in a nursing homes or long-term care facilities, and people with 
underlying medical conditions (particularly if not well controlled) should either remain 
home or keep their distance from others. Underlying medical conditions include chronic 
lung disease or moderate to severe asthma, serious heart conditions, 
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immunocompromised, severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or higher), diabetes, 
chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis, and liver disease. 

 
3. You must wear a mask/face covering your nose and mouth throughout your visit, except 

while exercising in the water. This is for your own protection and for the protection of 
other guests and employees in the facility. See supplemental documents page and 
review Dec 8th EO181 as needed.  

 
4. Wash your hands frequently and practice good hygiene while at the GAC: 

 
a. Wash hands frequently with soap and water for at least 20 seconds throughout your 

visit. Use hand sanitizer as an alternative. (Wash them after coughing or sneezing, 
before eating, after toilet use, and when hands are visibly dirty.)  

b.  When coughing or sneezing, cover your mouth and nose with a flexed elbow or tissue. 
Throw tissue into a trash receptacle after use.  

 
5. You will be asked to apply hand sanitizer before entering the facility.   

 
6. We have enhanced our already-stringent cleaning protocols considering the COVID-19 

pandemic. We apologize if you experience any delays or inconvenience as a result of 
these procedures.  

 
a. See Appendix G for additional disinfection checklist 

 
7. If you feel ill once you are here, notify a GAC employee. You may be asked to move to a 

special area within the GAC for further assessment. 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
 

1. Communicate to employees that they have a duty to take reasonable care for their own 
health and safety and to not adversely affect the health and safety of others. 
 

2. Pre-opening training for employees to ensure they understand and feel confident 
managing the physical distancing and hygiene aspects of their roles including knowing 
how to handle unsafe conditions and emergency situations. *All returning GAC staff 
attended a required reopening meeting. 

 
3. Train employees thoroughly on their core responsibilities and on new, COVID-related 

protocols. Provide clear direction and guidance about what is expected. They should 
understand:  
 

a. When to stay away from the workplace.  
b. What action to take if they become unwell 
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c. Complete active screening questionnaire daily. 

 
4. Instruct employees to wash their hands or use hand-sanitizer at frequent intervals and 

after any of the following: using the restroom, sneezing, touching their face, blowing 
their nose, cleaning, sweeping, mopping, eating, drinking, smoking, entering or leaving a 
guest area, and before starting their shift. This is a critical protocol to keep employees 
and guests healthy.  
 

5. GAC is operating only with essential personnel.  Roster staff are greatly reduced 
particularly in the early stages of reopening.  

 
 

Admission and Entry 
 

1. Place signs or markings on the pavement to outline physical distancing guides/spaces.  
 

a. Entrances will have signage, floor markings, and staff present to ensure distancing and 
best practices when entering/exiting. 

b. See Appendix E for examples. 
 

2. GAC will start with a smaller initial maximum capacity from the May 22nd interim 
guidance for public pools and spas in order to assess physical distancing behavior and 
increase capacity gradually.  
 

a. June 1st – 7th – 10 max per group. 
b. June 8th – begin 25 max per group (per NC government guidelines). 
c. August-30 begin 3 swimmer per lane maximum. See Appendix.  
d. November 1 begins 4 swimmer per lane maximum. See appendix.  

 

3. Stagger arrival times to minimize lines at the entrances. 
  

a. Teams and Public usage times are staggered. 

b. Separate entrances and restrooms for each practice and location.  

4. Using advance, online purchases to eliminate transactions on-site and reduce 
congestion at the entrance through phase 2.5 
 

5. Encourage guests to reduce the number of personal items they bring into the GAC.  
 

a. Limited equipment is encouraged. Teams are expected and required to have safety 
plans in place. 

b. Equipment should not be shared. 
c. GAC staff will wipe down fitness equipment before and after each class.  
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d. Spray bottles will be available for teams/members to disinfect before and after each 
use.  
 

Payments 
 

1. Make purchases online for Memberships and Swim lessons (prior to visit). In person 
transactions will only be accepted for Senior and Family swim offerings. 
 

a. Until further notice – Online sign-up and purchases recommended. Cash transactions 
accepted on a limited basis. See the GAC website to sign up and pay for entry. 

b. Front desk will be required to wipe and disinfect all pens and surfaces in between each 
patron check in.  

 
2. Arrange credit card readers so guests can insert/swipe their own cards. If the credit card 

machines are in close proximity to GAC employees, the employee should step back 
while the guest makes their payment.  
 

a. Clean credit, cash machines/ATMs frequently. Provide handwashing stations or sanitizer 
nearby. *Presently not in use. 

b. Clean/sanitize cash bags/employee tills prior to distribution and upon return. *Presently 
not in use. 

c. Front desk is required to wipe down and disinfect all areas at the beginning and end of 
each shift.  

Sanitation/Housekeeping/Cleaning Operations 
 

1. Global Plasma Solutions (GPS) cold plasma bipolar ionization system was installed 
October 1, 2020 facility wide. The system works in conjunction with the GAC’s 
previously installed Paddock Evacuator air filtration system to deliver clean indoor air 
that is safe and healthy by reducing chloramines and eliminating airborne particulates, 
odors and pathogens.  

2. Sanitize high-touch areas frequently. Those include: door handles, trash receptacle 
touchpoints, control equipment, phones, computers, office equipment, counters, 
elevator buttons, handrails, tables, seats, benches, high chairs, toilets, sink faucets and 
toilet handles, soap dispenser push plates, baby changing stations, ice scoops, 
refrigerator handles, towel dispenser handles, cleaning tools, counter tops, door knobs, 
light switches, sinks, queue rails, harnesses, restraints, ATM machines, dining surfaces, 
etc. Consider removing high-touch surfaces (i.e. doors) if they aren’t completely 
necessary.  
 

a. The GAC has a combination of full time and part time staff with specific checklists to 
ensure all areas are covered and cleaned frequently. 

b. Staff have been trained on product usage and application best practices.  
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3. Guests will see employees cleaning and sanitizing within the GAC. 

 
a. Housekeeping staff will be visually present throughout the entire day and required to 

wear their blue housekeeping uniform to ensure they are easily identified.  

 
4. The frequency and approach to sanitizing is based on the guidelines provided on the 

cleaning chemicals, which should be determined based on the surface being cleaned. 
Virus kill times/drying times are considered carefully prior to reopening an area for 
guest access. 
 

a. There are many different surfaces and materials throughout the GAC. GAC HK has a 
specific process for each and has been trained on product usage application and best 
practices to ensure effective product kill claims. 

b. See Appendix G for the Housekeeping checklist. 
 

5. Hand sanitizer (alcohol-based hand rub) is an anti-microbial agent that kills or renders 
inactive 99.9% of all known bacteria, viruses, and fungi that are present on surfaces. 
(Hand sanitizers contain at least 60% alcohol). 

 

6. Sanitize wheelchairs between every use. Provide additional wipes to guests so they can 
wipe down equipment after each use.  

 

Restroom Cleanliness 
 

1. Dedicate employees to cleaning/disinfecting restrooms frequently. Coaches or 
dedicated meet officials are responsible to monitor/control restroom capacity to uphold 
physical distancing guidelines in those facilities.  
 

a. Staff are required to clean/disinfect routinely and submit document at the end of shift. 
 

2. Pay extra attention to high-touch surfaces in restrooms including door handles, trash 
receptacle touchpoints, countertops, benches, toilets, sink faucets and toilet handles, 
soap dispenser push plates, baby changing stations, towel dispenser handles, 
doorknobs, light switches and sinks. 
 

a. These areas are specifically covered in the Housekeeping checklists and are required to 
be cleaned frequently. 
 

3. Be sure to sanitize common use items like water fountains or disable them if allowed by 
the health department. 
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a. These areas are specifically covered in the Housekeeping checklists and are required to 
be cleaned frequently.  

 

4. Provide a means for employees and guests to dry their hands. Paper towels that can be 
disposed of in the trash are preferred. 
 

a. Employee room and restrooms have educational posters, hand soap, no touch paper 
towel dispensers and trash cans ready for use. Trash can lids have been removed to 
reduce touch points.  

b. Employees have been trained on handwashing best practices. 

First Aid Procedures 
 

1. Isolation areas for patrons or employees with potential COVID-19 symptoms have been 
identified and are listed below. The patron/athlete with the symptoms should be moved 
to the containment area for further assessment of the individual’s condition. 
 

Isolation area 1 ( triage tent area on back patio at entrance 4)  
Isolation area 2 ( Family restroom at end of front hallway)  

 
a. GAC First Aid room will remain open for non-COVID-19 related issues 
b. The GAC will have daily restocking as well as disinfection of the First Aid room 

 
2. Secondary assessment of an individual with COVID-19 symptoms or temperature over 

100.4 F or 38 C may include confirmation of the person’s temperature and an 
assessment of other symptoms. If an assessment shows potential signs: 
 

a. If outside, entrance will be refused and advised to seek medical help. All contact areas 
will be closed and sanitized. 

b. If inside, person will be transported to an isolation area if safe to do so. 
 

 
3. Ensure employees wear proper PPE (following standard protocols for healthcare 

workers) when working closely with those who may have COVID-19 (or who have an 
inhalation risk). That PPE may include masks, eye protection and gloves.  
 

a. GAC lifeguards are American Red Cross certified and have been trained on appropriate 
PPE. All staff are required to wear PPE.  

b. GAC has a Lead Safety Staff person to monitor, purchase and restock supplies. 
c. GAC has specific Covid response procedures-see appendix.  
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Supplemental Documents/Governor/State Mandates 

The basis for our planning and reorganizing efforts to re-open safely and within NC Governors mandates. 

 

1.  May 20, EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 141 - EASING RESTRICTIONS ON TRAVEL, BUSINESS OPERA TIO NS, 

AND MASS GATHERINGS: PHASE 2 

Executive Order No 141 

2.  Interim Guidance for Interim Guidance for Public Pools and Spas (July 24, 2020) 

Interim Guidance for Pools and Spas (July 24, 2020) 

3.  November 23, 2020 Executive Order NO 180 increasing Mask requirements. 

EO180-Face Coverings Requirements 

4.  December 8, 2020 Executive Order NO 181 

EO181-Modified Stay at Home-Early Closure Order 

5.  December 8, 2020 NCDHHS Interim Guidance for Public Pools and Spas 

NCDHHS Interim Guidance-12/8/20 

6.  February 24 EO 195 FAQ Document  

Executive-Order-No.-195-FAQ.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/EO141-Phase-2.pdfmay22.pdf
https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/NCDHHS-Interim-Guidance-for-Public-Pools-and-Spas-Phase-2-002.pdf
https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/EO180-Face-Coverings-Requirements.pdf
https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/EO181-Modified-Stay-at-Home-Early-Closure-Order.pdf
https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/12-16-NCDHHS-Interim-Guidance-for-Public-Pools-and-Spas-Phase-2.pdf
https://greensboroaquaticcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Executive-Order-No.-195-FAQ.pdf
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Appendix A 
Deck Map 

Effective June 8th, 25 people in a group for a swim team and 8-12 people for Adult Members or 

fitness classes. 4 entrances/exit locations. 
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Appendix B 
  Entrance 1 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
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Appendix E 
 

Stop, Feeling Sick signage posted at all entrances. Wash your hands signage posted in all restrooms and 

locker rooms. Employee Supplemental safety signage posted in employee room. Stop the spread of 

germs posted in all restrooms and throughout the facility in visually recognizable places.  
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Appendix F 
 Opening Checklist for the Manager and Supervisors on Duty  
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Appendix G 
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Appendix H 
   

 

 

Supplemental email addressing required mask wearing and social distancing 

 

To: All Coaches and Team Leadership Personnel 

From: Susan Braman, Facility Manager 

 

Coaches, 

We have the need to re-issue this message and warning about wearing face masks: 

Face Masks are required at all times. Masks must cover the mouth and nose. 

This includes outside in the courtyard, moving through the building and standing still in the 

building. The ONLY time your mask can come off is when your entire group is in the water, 

socially distanced and your voice needs to reach across the pool to provide directions. In this 

scenario, you are not moving or near any other person (swimmer, coach, staff) on deck. Never 

move around the deck without your mask on.  

Do not coach swimmers on the deck unless you and each one in your group is wearing a mask. 

Your swimmers should be socially distanced when they take off their mask on the deck (prior to 

entering the water) and in the water.  

We all need to model the expected behavior for the swimmers. The optics are very important 

as well. I have received complaints from parents about coaches not wearing masks and about 

groups of swimmers standing together in huddles without their masks.  

It is critical to our continued operation that we all conform to these rules. Please take the time 

to remind your swimmers and parents of the expectations 

And, as a reminder effective this Friday no parents or other spectators allowed inside. 
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Appendix I 
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Appendix J 
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Appendix K 
 

 

 

Limited Spectator Approval Policies 
Effective 12/1/2020 the GAC has implemented an option to allow spectators during our current 

restrictions. Please review the email sent to coaches below and reach out to your coach as 

needed. 

Coaches, 

If you have a new participant to your program under the age of nine (9),  

We will permit one (1) parent inside to their first three (3) practices. 

IF you have provided that adults name on the same list (as your swimmers) for the session time 

they are attending (we cannot accept phone calls, separate emails or walk up notification) . 

We will print the swimmers list provided by you and provide that to the front entrance staff 

member. If the adult is listed, they will be permitted. 

It is up to you to share this information with all your parents and explain that this is designed for 

parents of new participants only, under the age of nine and is limited to three visits.  

Parents of swimmers in the training pool have exterior viewing options. Parents of swimmers in 

the competition pool have streaming of practices. We do not have any cameras for the diving 

well, but extend this same ‘newbie’ offer to our diving and water polo teams parents. 

Please do not send this offer to anyone who has been in your program over two weeks or to 

anyone over the age of nine participating in your program. We hope this will help with your 

program growth.  

Be advised that only a max of ten people can come inside the grandstand competition pool side 

which includes the diving well so your team is limited to two max following the above 

requirements. This also applies to the Training pool. 

 

Susan Braman, 

Facility Manager 
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Greensboro Coliseum Complex and the Greensboro Aquatic Center are taking enhanced 

health and safety measures—for patrons, teams and staff. You must follow all posted instructions 

while visiting our facilities:   

 

COVID-19 WARNING: An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place 

where people are present. COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe 

illness and death. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, senior citizens 

and guests with underlying medical conditions are especially vulnerable.   

 

By visiting the Greensboro Coliseum Complex and the Greensboro Aquatic Center, you 

voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID-19.  Please keep each other healthy 

and safe. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
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